A Busy Weekend of Boxing for Fight Fans
Written by Scott Yaniga
Sunday, 05 December 2004 18:00

On one of those rare occasions in boxing when quantity dovetailed with quality, fans of the sport
were treated to a number of significant, crowd-pleasing scraps this past weekend. Some cable
executives with incredibly poor judgment however, decided that SHOWTIME and HBO would
have to go head-to-head on Saturday evening, putting TIVO’s and VCR’s everywhere into
overtime mode.

On ESPN2’s Friday Night Fights, rising featherweight star Ricardo ‘Rocky’ Juarez landed one of
the prettiest left hooks seen in ages as he one-punched former 126-pound kingpin Guty
Espadas, Jr. into a second round siesta at the 2:24 mark. Juarez simply looked sensational in
this brief viewing, taking the fight to his vastly more experienced foe--who may still be carrying
the psychological scars of his 3rd round knockout at the hands of Erik Morales in October 2003,
and showing ring awareness and presence not usually seen in a 24-year old with only 22 fights
to his credit.
Juarez cements a spot for himself among the top five feathers in the world today with this win
and seems poised to meet the likes of a Scotty Harrison or Manny Pacquiao sooner rather than
later, while Espadas would do well to reconsider his career at this point. The likeable 30-year
old Mexican has been pushing leather for a dozen years now and is clearly on the decline. After
winning a championship on what many considered a rather modest set of skills he has nothing
left to prove, and not much left to offer.
On the Juarez-Espadas undercard former heavyweight prospect Dominick Guinn literally froze
himself out of future consideration for dreadnaught division gold as he dropped a desultory ten
round nod to earnest but plodding Serguei Lyakhovich. As he did against Monte Barrett in his
disastrous first loss back in March of this year, Guinn failed repeatedly to follow up on any
advantages he established against his man and seemed to have no grasp of basic ring strategy.
Despite the fevered exhortations of his corner, Guinn’s hands seemed to have been tethered to
his pectorals as the hard-working Belarussian beat him to the punch repeatedly and dictated the
majority of the pace of the bout. While one won’t look for great things from Lyakhovich in the
future, he does add an interesting dimension to the heavyweight crowd. He’s big (6’-4”), strong,
willing and throws a mean uppercut. Consider him a Golota-type fighter, albeit one who actually
understands the rules of the game and doesn’t use opponents’ gonads for speed bags. Guinn,
at only 29 years of age and not without skills of his own, could still someday crash the back ten
of the division. However, he may be destined to live up to the second half of his “Southern
Disaster” nickname with more primetime stinkers such as this one.
Saturday night saw an all-action card broadcast on SHOWTIME PPV, as WBC lightweight king
Jose Luis Castillo defended against Joel Casamayor, IBF super middleweight champion Jeff
“Left Hook” Lacy made the first defense of his crown against New Jersey’s Omar Sheika, and
undefeated Nigerian Olympian star Samuel Peter tackled former contender Jeremy Williams in
what was to be his first stern test in the heavyweight division.
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Sheika, to the surprise of many—this writer included, early on managed to nullify Lacy’s
prodigious wallops. He did so not by going on the usual full-out offensive he throws at his
opponents--thereby inhibiting their own attacks, but by closing the distance between he and his
man, throwing some nice, short body shots and overhand rights and then clinching and
grabbing for dear life. The last time this many headlocks and arm-bars were seen, the two guys
wearing short pants in the ring were named Dusty Rhodes and Dick the Bruiser, but for Sheika,
it all worked…up to a point.
That point came in the latter half of the match when Lacy finally started to find his range with
his vaunted left hook, teeing off on Omar’s head with alarming regularity. Although shaky after
a few bombs in rounds seven through twelve, Sheika never seemed on the verge of being
stopped. Once Lacy realized he could take Sheika’s best shots though, he simply walked his
man down and unloaded, exceeding Omar in both quantity and effectiveness. Spirited
exchanges in rounds seven and twelve provided the best action seen this year and had the
Mandalay Bay Arena crowd continuously rising up in appreciation. Sheika’s tender skin was not
a factor in this one as only a reddening and slight swelling of old scar tissue around both eyes
was the only damage he suffered this night. Judges saw it as follows: Epstein and
Giampa—115-113, Byrd—117-111, all for the defending champion.
Sheika, who had dropped off most boxing experts’ top notcher lists as of late, showed plenty of
his usual spunk in this one and may well be in line for a rematch with either Lacy or previous
conqueror Scotty Pemberton come 2005. Lacy showed great patience as he worked through
some early frustration with Omar’s smothering tactics to establish and dominate with his power.
Both men displayed two of the best chins currently in the 168-pound ranks and gave the fans
the fight of the night.
Duva Boxing managed to keep themselves entered in the heavyweight sweepstakes as their
latest hopeful in the ranks, Samuel Peter, knocked Jeremy “Half Man, Half Amazing” Williams
into a leather-induced slumber at 0:27 mark of round two in their scheduled twelve rounder (for
the hollow NABF title). Peter showed gumption and aggression in trying to trap Williams in the
first round, but the veteran avoided any serious damage--or real action for that matter. In the
second, and after flailing a cannonade of punches in the general direction of Williams, he got
lucky with a big left hook that floored his opponent for several anxious minutes.
This abbreviated showing against his first “name” opponent really didn’t prove much in the
24-year old Peter’s favor. We know the kid has heavy hands but he needs a much tougher
chalenge than Williams in order to establish his bona fides in the division. As for Williams, one
would think he will now avidly pursue his many interests outside of the game of boxing; interests
that obviously robbed of him any focus and drive he ever had for the sport.
The main event on the SHOWTIME card had Jose Luis Castillo defending his WBC lightweight
title against former super featherweight boss Joel Casamayor in a bout that many experts had
predicted would be one of the best of the year. The action that unfolded, while entertaining at
times, didn’t even ratchet up to Lacy-Sheika proportions, unfortunately.
Their bout featured the protypical boxer versus slugger clash of styles that often guarantees a
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cerebral, but vicious chess game of a fight. This one was more a spirited game of checkers
between these two seasoned pros, as neither man seemed anxious to let it all hang out in the
early rounds and only took it to the trenches sporadically throughout the remainder of the fight.
Casamayor showed some great hand speed and accurate combinations during the first few
sessions, but Castillo landed the stiffer shots in the infrequent exchanges. The southpaw
Casamayor appeared to pile up an early lead with his superior skills and ability to evade
Castillo’s power shots, but one sensed that Castillo was simply trying to get a feel for his foe for
the later rounds and was biding his time.
The second half of the fight largely went Castillo’s way as he cut down the distance between
them and belabored Casamayor with some hard left hooks and right leads to the head and
body. It was apparent in the last several rounds of the bout that Casamayor couldn’t stand in
with the champion’s power, a fact not lost on Castillo himself, who managed to walk through
Joel’s shots and dictated things to the final bell. Tallies were as follows: Jen-Kin—116-112
Castillo; Castellano—115-113 Casamayor, and Moretti—117-111 Castillo, for an expected, but
strangely unsatisfying split verdict for the champion.
The razor-thin margin of victory could lead to a second meeting between the two men, and the
feeling here is that Casamayor may have learned just enough about his foe, and enough from
his own mistakes in this one to reverse the outcome in any redux.
Over on the HBO side of things we had the taped broadcast of last weekend’s scintillating
battle between Marco Antonio Barrera and Erik Morales. Enough has been written of this
all-action classic, but if you haven’t seen it you need to go out and beg, borrow or steal a copy.
After that sizzler it would have been tough for any other fight to follow it, but Little Rock,
Arkansas’ favorite fistic son, Jermain Taylor, gave it his best shot as he mixed it up against
former middleweight champion William Joppy.
The bout, held in Little Rock’s Barton Coliseum in front of over 6,000 rabid Taylor fans, turned
out to be more a national showcase for the audacious hand speed and aggressive, confident
style that Jermain possesses, rather than a competitive fight. Joppy simply was dominated all
fight long by his younger and more talented foe, and for all the world looked like a guy who
would rather be somewhere/anywhere else than in Little Rock, Arkansas this night.
Jermain landed a dizzying array of punches throughout the twelve round tilt but only managed
to floor Joppy once, in the fifth round. After connecting with some good body shots Taylor
swept a left hook across Joppy’s jaw and dumped him to the canvas. Joppy arose and
managed to survive the rest of the session, but gave Taylor even more respect in the ensuing
rounds. In the latter rounds it seemed Joppy was doing some bizarre, 160-pound version of a
Muhammad Ali impersonation as he rope-a-doped against the ring strands, held onto the top
rope with his right and gestured with his left, did the old “wobbly knees” routine, and bicycled
around the ring like he had George Foreman, Jimmy Young, Earnie Shavers and Sonny Liston
pursuing him, rather than l’il old Jermain Taylor.
The judges’ final tallies correctly called it a Taylor shutout, with scores of 120-107 all around.
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Taylor disappointed his homies by not putting his man on ice, but scored an impressive win
nonetheless over his vastly more experienced foe. So, is Taylor for real? Well, it will be nice if
Lou Di Bella decides to ink a contract for Taylor to meet Bernard Hopkins sometime before The
Executioner applies for his MediCaid card. Maybe then we can find out if Jermain can live up to
the “Can’t Miss/Hall of Fame” hype that has followed his every step in the middleweight division
to date.
All in all, a veritable buffet of offerings for fans of the Sweet Science, with nary a touch of
dyspepsia to show for our indulgence.
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